
January 2019: Joint action conducted simultaneously in Belgium and in Portugal. Belgian police 
officers were present in Portugal and Portuguese counterparts were present in Belgium for 
real-time information crosschecks and mobile telephone forensics.
17 suspects were arrested and 18 house searches executed in Belgium; 3 suspects were 
arrested and 8 house searches conducted in Portugal. Dozens of forged documents and 
numerous items of IT equipment were seized along with large quantities of cash. 
43 irregular migrants of Pakistani origin were found in Belgium.

Four coordination meetings were held at Eurojust between Portuguese and Belgian authorities. A 
joint investigation team was set up in December 2017 with the participation of Europol, and with 
funding from Eurojust. The JIT made it possible to exchange information efficiently and quickly 
and brought both parties’ investigations to a similar level of maturity, ensuring a coordinated 
approach on future actions. A potential positive conflict of jurisdiction was prevented. 

Portugal opened a parallel investigation on a similar offence committed 
by some of the suspects targeted by the Belgian investigation.

The Portuguese prosecution found substantial reasons on the special situation of these women 
that allowed to consider at least some of them, as victims, obliged to give evidence.
The Portuguese investigation is now closed with 8 persons accused to have committed illegal 
immigration, organized crime, forgery of documents and sham marriage as a crime.

2015: a suspicious increase in the number of mixed marriage certificates was 
detected in a small municipality. A criminal group was suspected of organising sham 
marriages with Portuguese women recruited to marry Pakistani men they had 

never met. In return, the women received a cash payment. The couples travelled to Belgium 
to marry, where the wives were soon employed by (allegedly bogus) Belgian companies. 
By purchasing shares in the companies, the husbands were permitted to stay in the EU, obtain 
resident permits and then illegally profit from social and other benefits. The wives occasionally 
returned to Belgium for police and immigration checks. Once the residence was secured, the 
illegal immigrants would divorce and bring their Pakistani (previous) wives and children to the EU. 

The Belgian authorities tended to consider the women as suspects, with a right to 
remain silent. The judicial proceedings are still ongoing in Belgium.

The Amouda case: 
Dismantling a criminal gang recruiting Portuguese women into 
sham marriages with Pakistani illegal immigrants in Belgium


